MPCA Organizer’s Guidelines
Pre-Tournament Allotment:
1. Organizer must fill the Bid-Form along with the required EMD of FIDE,
AICF and MPCA (as applicable). Mention the total Cash Prize to be
awarded in the tournament. Describe the format of the tournament
(Standard, Rapid, Blitz).
2. Organizer must Recommend the Chief and deputy Chief Arbiter for the
Tournament.(Except
for
National
Championship
and
Above
Tournament)
3. MPCA will appoint the suggested Arbiters as Chief and Deputy Arbiter if
there is no objection from MPCA.
4. There must be minimum 1 arbiter behind every 50 Players or part of.
Post-Tournament Allotment:
1. Obtain the List of technical requirements from Chief Arbiter and take
measure to make necessary arrangement as per the guidelines of
Chief Arbiter.
2. Organizer shall finalize the prize structure and prepare the Prospectus
of the tournament.
3. CO (Chief Organizer) must accept only those entries who have
registered with AICF and MPCA (in case of MP Player) for the relevant
year.
4. Organizer must avoid Spot entries; Entries must be closed atleast 1
day before the start of the tournament.
5. Organizer must make all the necessary accommodation arrangements
as promised in the prospectus.
6. Organizer must arrange all the trophies, medals and Certificate along
with cash prize well in advance of the tournament.
7. Organizer must prepare for Opening Ceremony.

During Tournament:
1. CO shall provide basic necessity in the tournament hall (Drinking
water, Clean Washroom, Decent Hall and Hall arrangements, Silence in
tournament arena,etc.)
2. Organizer must follow all the basic guidelines of Chief Arbiter.
3. Organizer must complete all the Pending Player registration for MPCA
during the tournament.
4. Organizer must prepare for Closing Ceremony.
Post-Tournament:
1. CO must send all the necessary documents to AICF and MPCA
respectively.
2. CO must make all the necessary Payments to AICF and MPCA.
3. CO must pay relevant remuneration to all the Arbiters of the
tournament.
4. CO must provide pictures of Opening and Closing Ceremony to Chief
Arbiter and MPCA.
5. For any state Championship, CO must take confirmation/ cancellation
consent of selected players for participating in National Championship,
if any selected player is unable to participate in respective National
Championship, then the further player must be given chance.A player
who once provided his willingness towards participation in nationals
shall not back out at any cost, unless it’s a matter of life and death.
The format for willingness form is given in appendix A.
5. If any player after giving confirmation fails to participate in respective
national, then a fine of INR 5000/- or 1-year ban shall be imposed on
such player.
6. Organizer shall recommend the name of coach and Manager for
Respective National Championships.
7. Organizer shall pay the DA amount of Rs. 2000 /- for every national
participant (except special entry and direct entry) by bank transaction
only before the end of the respective national event.
8. Entry Fee for national, kit will be provided by MPCA. (except special
entry and direct entry)
9. Organizer shall proved medal and certificates in every selection events
cash prize will be given only in senior men and women championship
as these are the rating events.

Appendix A:
Format for Willingness/ Rejection for participation in respective nationals:

I ________________________________of__________District have been
selected from MP State for Participation in National________________2018
to be held at __________________ during ________.

I hereby willing/ Un-Willing to participate in the said tournament.
I understand that if I cancel my participation at any later stage, then MPCA
reserves the right to not to allow me to participate in any further state
selection tournament for a period of 3 years.

NAME:
FIDE ID:
Mobile Number:
EMAIL ID:

Date:
Place:

Signature

